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The Transport X² is a compact, portable DGA system which is designed to analyse oil samples in the field and obtain gas level 
readings to deliver a diagnosis based on standard rules and techniques. To obtain the best performance from the Transport X², 
GE provides additional accessories and optional extras, designed to meet the requirements of our customers.

Same as “Full Accessories Kit – Silver” described above but the case has Yellow color.

Exterior dimensions (L x W x H) 14.3” x 11.1” x 4.7”      
 363 mm x 282 mm x 119 mm

Full Accessories Kit - Yellow

The full accessories case contains: a 50ml ground glass syringe, a 3-way plastic stop-cock, 
a bottle lid assembly, a magnetic stir piece retriever, two magnetic stir pieces, a quick 
connection syringe adaptor, twelve replacement Teflon filters, two sample bottles and a 
115/230 V power cable.

This light and sturdy case comes with protective foam inserts to protect all contents, enabling 
to neatly store and carry all the Transport X² accessories.

The case has Silver color (Standard).

Exterior dimensions (L x W x H) 14.3” x 11.1” x 4.7”      
 363 mm x 282 mm x 119 mm

Full Accessories Kit - Silver

This is a heavy-duty case with integrated handles and wheels, designed specifically for the 
safe transportation of the Transport X² and associated accessories case.

It can be used when the Transport X²  is being shipped by land or air. It is IP67 rated 
(waterproof) when closed and is ideal for open transportation of the Transport X² on the back 
of a truck. 

Exterior dimensions (L x W x H) 25.4” x 20.0” x 14.5”      
 645 mm x 508 mm x 368 mm

Transit Case for Transport X² and accessories caseKITT00143

24-1035-01

CRC 24-1037-01

The Accessories Case comes with supporting foam for all required accessories for the 
Transport X² and shall be used to replace an existing case that may got damaged. 

It can carry (but will be delivered without) following material: a 50ml ground glass syringe, a 
3-way plastic stop-cock, a bottle lid assembly, a magnetic stir piece retriever, two magnetic 
stir pieces, a quick connection syringe adaptor, twelve replacement Teflon filters, two sample 
bottles and a 115/230 V power cable.

Exterior dimensions (L x W x H) 14.3” x 11.1” x 4.7”      
 363 mm x 282 mm x 119 mm

Accessories Case (including foam, no accessories) - SilverCASE01016

Kelman Transport X²
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This kit contains a mixture of gasses in a pressurized cylinder and a specialized tube with 
quick connect assembly to deliver this gas mixture to the Transport X². The Transport X² has a 
pre-programmed self-test which will give a pass if the result is within 15% of the set nominal 
value for this gas mixture. This kit allows the user to verify the continued accuracy of the 
detectors employed in the Transport X².

System Check Kit

Same as “Accessories Case (including foam, no accessories) - Silver” described above but the 
case has Yellow color.

Exterior dimensions (L x W x H) 14.3” x 11.1” x 4.7”      
 363 mm x 282 mm x 119 mm

Accessories Case (including foam, no accessories) - YellowCRC 87-0040-OA

KITT00002

This is refill canister of system check gas for the System Check Gas Kit above. The canister 
contains a mixture of gasses. It contains 20 Litres of gas in a 1 Litre water volume cylinder.

The Transport X² is pre-programmed to the concentrations of the contained gas mixture and 
will give a pass if the result is within 15% of the set nominal value. This is enough gas for 12 
self-tests.

Canister of System Check GasBGAS01001

This kit contains a high precision gas tight syringe with stop cock valve and is specifically 
intended for collecting samples of gas from a Buchholz gas collection device (gas present in 
the headspace above the oil).

Gas in gas analysis is then performed by injecting a small quantity (5ml) of this gas into the 
Transport X² sample bottle.

Direct Gas Sampling KitKITT00005

This product enables to cool 8 x glass syringes full of hot transformer oil so that they can be 
analysed by the Transport X² without delay. The cooling is affected by a Peltier driven heat 
exchanger operating off a 12V DC supply.

This unit is also ideal for the safe and secure storage of samples during road transportation. 
The design of the syringe holder allows for the free movement of the syringe plunger during 
transportation as recommended by the IEC® standard.

Oil Sample Cooler Box and Storage Unit24-0388-01
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A Teflon filter is fitted in both the return and inlet gas pipes to prevent oil from going into the 
PAS gas analysis cell.

It is recommended that these filters are changed every twenty sample measurements.

Teflon® Filter

This kit includes a 50ml precision glass syringe and a 3-way stop-cock to put on the end of it. 
This ground glass syringe is used to draw oil for testing and is used to inject the oil into the 
sample bottle syringe adapter. 

The quick connect adaptor should be attached to the syringe’s three-way stopcock prior to 
sample injection. This is a replacement unit in case it gets lost.

Ground Glass Syringe (with 3-way stop-cock)24-0393-01

MECH01002

Thermal paper rolls are to be used as a refill for the built-in thermal printer of the   
Transport X².

The Transport X² 2-inch thermal printer can provide hard copies of results on-site for 
attaching to reports.

Thermal Print Paper RollCONS01010

The magnetic stir piece is used to stir the oil inside the sample bottle during analysis.

The magnetic stir piece is often not retrieved and thrown away together with the oil sample 
and hence lost. This is one replacement stir piece.

Magnetic Stir PieceMECH45051

This is a long handle unit which can get the magnetic stirrer to it for retrieval.

This magnetic stirrer piece retriever is used to retrieve the magnetic stir piece from the 
bottom of the oil sample bottle without the user getting his hands dirty.

Magnetic Stir Piece RetrieverMECH06005
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The sample jar is used to hold the oil in the Transport X² during testing. 

This is a replacement unit in case it is broken or lost.

Sample Jar (with standard lid)

The quick connect adaptor should be attached to the syringe’s three-way stopcock prior to 
sample injection.

This is a replacement unit in case it gets lost.

Quick Connect Adaptor for Syringe24-0394-02

KITT00016

This sample bottle (not included) is fitted with a lid assembly containing an airtight gas 
inlet and outlet fitting and a temperature probe that are connected to the Transport X². This 
assembly can be purchased as a replacement.

Please be aware that the specific lid assembly need to be registered at the Transport X² prior 
measurement.

Bottle Lid Assembly24-0345-02
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